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SIMPLE RELIEF PRINTING ACTIVITIES
FOR THE FAMILY
Preparing your ink:
1.
2.

Get a saucer and a sponge for each colour.
Wet the sponge and squeeze out all
the excess water.

3.

Mix one teaspoon of PVA glue and one
teaspoon of acrylic paint into the first sponge.

4.
5.

Smooth out the ‘ink’ with a paintbrush
Repeat for the second colour and sponge.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Scissors.
Wooden spoon.
Paintbrushes.
Pencil.
Acrylic Paint
Wetwipes or wet cloth.
A sponge cut in half.
PVA Glue.
Two saucers for mixing ink.
Craftfoam to make your
relief prints.

11.

Papers to print on.

12

Newspapers to keep
surfaces clean

Relief printing: This is where you put ‘ink’ on the surface of design to print it – we sometimes call these designs
‘stamps’.
The craftfoam works like a stamp and pressing into it with a pencil provides patterns and details (that don’t print).

A one colour print with craft foam
1
2.

Cut your craftfoam in half and save the other part for trying out a two-colour print later.
Decide on your design. This should be a simple stand-out shape with a clear outline so
forms from nature such as leaves and flowers work well.

3.
4.

Draw out your design on your craftfoam and make sure if fills up as much of the foam shape as possible.
Go over your drawing and push really hard with your pencil indenting the craftfoam.
These lines will give the inner details of the design such as leaf veins or petals as the ink won’t go in them.
You can create different patterns and textures e.g by pressing in lots of dots.

5.

Carefully cut out your design along its outline so it forms one solid shape. You are now ready to print

Printing your designs:
1
2.
3.
4.

Mix your ink (see instructions ‘Preparing Ink’).
Place your shape on a piece of scrap paper.
Gently dab ink using the sponge onto your shape.
You want to avoid ink getting into the lines so don’t
push too hard. It’s a gentle dabbing onto the surface
of the craftfoam.

5.

Gently lift your craftfoam and place it ink-side down on
a piece of clean paper.

6.
7.

Place another piece of paper on top of the craftfoam.
Hold the craftfoam in place and gently rub over the top
of the paper with a wooden spoon.

8.

Gently peel away the craftfoam to reveal your print.

Two-colour print images

A two-colour print with craft foam
For this you will use all of the rectangle of the remaining craft
foam.
Create a design that consists of two parts: an outside shape (or
background) and an inside shape (the main motif) Again bold
simple forms from nature will work best.
1.

Start by marking your border in lightly in pencil - about
1cm from the edge all the way around. (Image a.)

5.

Gently lift your craftfoam and place it
ink-side down on your paper.

2.

Draw an ‘inside’ shape within the central area created. 		

6.

Place another piece of clean paper on

3.

(Image b.)
Go over your drawing and push really hard with
your pencil indenting the craft foam.

7.

Cut out your ‘inside’ shape. Remember to only cut in
the inside shape. You need the outside shape intact.
You may need to fold the craft foam and cut in from
the centre. (Image c.)

Hold the craftfoam in place and gently
rub over the top paper with a wooden
spoon. (Image e.)

8.

Gently peel away the craftfoam to
to reveal your outside shape print

4.

5.

Go over all your outside shape lines again and
draw on your paper. fill in with lots of details
(blue area, image d.)

top of the craftfoam.

Repeat the process with the
‘inside’ shape
1.

Carefully place the inked up craftfoam
shape into the gap left by the ‘outside’
shape.

2.

Print your craftfoam by rubbing the back
with a wooden spoon.

3.

Gently peel away the craftfoam to reveal
your two-colour print. (Image f.)

Printing your designs:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Print your ‘outside’ shape first as before.
Place your shape on a piece of scrap paper.
Gently dab ink using the sponge onto your outside shape.
You want to avoid ink getting into the lines so don’t push
too hard. It’s a gentle dabbing onto the surface of the
craftfoam.
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